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       Inside-out business transformation for enterprise wide impact.

    


    
        
            
            Scalable change starts here
        
    

  








  
    
              



          

    We take what’s possible to the next level. Now

  






   
    
        
        
            














We help enterprises define, implement, and maximize value from strategic business transformations.
























A rapidly changing business landscape means ever increasing pressure and demands. But equally, it creates new opportunities.




Strategically combining process optimization, operational excellence and hyperautomation technologies unlocks a new universe of potential.
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      We work with some of the biggest names in business – who’ve already achieved global success – to plan, implement and manage radical business transformations that maximize ROI and add lasting value.    

  






    
        Your business does not need a quick fix.

It needs to adapt and evolve constantly, cost effectively, and at speed.



        
                            
                    
                                                    




                                            


                                            Rise above tech trends

                    
                                            While others jump on the bandwagon, you’ll be busy driving value and maximizing your potential – with a cost advantage to match. 

                    
                                    

                            
                    
                                                    




                                            


                                            Look beyond process

                    
                                            You could streamline business processes forever. But that’s just one small piece of the hyperautomation puzzle. It’s time to level up.

                    
                                    

                            
                    
                                                    




                                            


                                            Navigate cultural change

                    
                                            Rome wasn’t built in a day. And neither is cultural excellence. Prioritizing people and culture is essential to every transformation journey.
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      Our partner agnostic tech stack means uncompromising quality, tailored solutions and complete adaptability for a future-proof business transformation.    

  











    
        
            Solutions

            Whatever your challenge, we have the experience, expertise and vendor-agnostic tech stack to create game-changing value.

        


        
    	By outcome
	BY NEED
	BY FUNCTION


    	
    	Need a competitive edge?
	Looking for a cost advantage?
	Time to future proof your transformation?
	Ready to turbo-boost your talent?
	Dedicated to delighting customers?


    	

    
        
            Need a competitive edge?

            We help you out-think your competition, outpace disruption, and outperform the market.

        


                    

  
          
        Learn more
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            Looking for a cost advantage?

            We help you find and exploit cost-saving opportunities, secure immediate investment payback and generate automation impact.
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            Time to future proof your transformation?

            We implement solutions that anticipate future needs, ensuring you remain agile, competitive, and adaptable.
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            Ready to turbo-boost your talent?

            We help you unify stakeholders behind a clear automation vision, set a digital skills roadmap, and embed a culture where a hybrid, human+digital workforce can flourish.
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            Dedicated to delighting customers?

            We help you deploy seamless CX that drives lifetime value, launch new products and services at speed and stay ahead of expectations. 
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            GET STARTED

            The best time to start your hyperautomation journey is now, and we can help.
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            ACCELERATE

            If you need a partner who can help harness the benefits of hyperautomation more rapidly, that’s us.
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            SAVE

            Whatever you need, whatever it takes, we have the expertise and experience to transform a false start into a program that drives next level results.
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            SCALE

            Our ‘engine for growth’ model removes any obstacles and boosts your hyperautomation pipeline.
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            EVALUATE

            We ask the tough questions to assess your current hyperautomation effectiveness and establish the best way forward. 
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            INCREASE VALUE

            Through our Rapid Process Assessment, we use a top-down and bottom-up methodology to find and exploit high-value hyperautomation opportunities.
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            SUPPORT

            Our experts run your automations smoothly and proactively against agreed quality and performance metrics.
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            MANAGE

            You set the desired business outcome and we run your hyperautomation program to achieve them.
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            Finance

            We partner with Finance leaders to shift the Finance function from back-office to strategic impact.

        


                    

  
          
        Learn more
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            IT

            We help IT leaders leverage the full stack of hyperautomation technologies, enabling their enterprises to go further, faster.
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            OPERATIONS

            We work with Operations leaders to build an ‘automated enterprise’ capable of re-engineering business processes as powerful enablers of performance.

        


                    

  
          
        Learn more
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            HUMAN RESOURCES

            We help HR leaders design and implement ethical, human+digital workforces that take employee wellbeing and productivity to the next level.
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            PROCUREMENT

            We partner with Procurement leaders to identify and exploit high value hyperautomation opportunities that re-engineer how they procure and the enterprise value this creates.

        


                    

  
          
        Learn more
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            CUSTOMER SERVICE

            We help Customer Service leaders implement hyperautomation to reduce errors and average handling times while increasing first call response and customer satisfaction.
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            SUPPLY CHAIN

            We work with SCM leaders to expedite operations using hyperautomation to reduce cost, maximize productivity, and measure performance in real time.

        


                    

  
          
        Learn more
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    HYPERAUTOMATION BENCHMARK CALCULATOR

    WHAT’S YOUR HYPERAUTOMATION IQ?

    Benchmark your hyperautomation to outsmart the competition.


  

      

        

    

  
          
        Learn more
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    HUMAN+

    Human+

    Create a high-performance Human+ digital workforce.

  

      

        

    

  
          
        Learn more
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    Intelligent Automation Consultancy

    The sky is no longer the limit

    Intelligent Automation enables the visionary to achieve the extraordinary. 

  

      

        

    

  
          
        Learn more
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    Plug and Play Automation

    INTRODUCING IROI

    Immediate Return on Investment.

  

      

        

    

  
          
        Learn more
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    Roboyo Converge

    10X NOT 10%

    If you’ve got the mindset, we’ve got the toolkit.

  

      

        

    

  
          
        Learn more
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                          Business
            
                          Transformation
            
                          Services
            
                      

      
          From consulting and analytics to implementation, change management and optimization, we’re with you throughout the entire business transformation journey.

        


        
          





                      
          
            Facing your challenges


            Advisory services

            We consult on everything from cybersecurity and operating models to hyperautomation strategy and program design, building a foundation for impactful transformations.

          
            [image: ]
                      

                      
          
            Exploring your opportunities


            Diagnostic services

            We’ll help you analyze processes, unlock automation opportunities, and reduce waste throughout your operations. We do this through process and task mining.

          
            [image: ]
                      

                      
          
            Boosting your performance


            Value realization services

            We’ll employ a wide range of tools and techniques to add value to your operation. From automation and application development to Lean Six Sigma and process improvements.

          
            [image: ]
                      

                      
          
            Future-proofing your success


            Enabling services

            Made possible through our managed services and Roboyo Academy, we offer ongoing value through continuous improvement, skills development and a flexible, future-proof technology stack.
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      Accelerate digital transformation at scale. Gain a competitive advantage. And meet your biggest business challenges head-on.    

  





  
    
      our partners

      By collaborating with leading vendors, we’re able to access a wide range of advanced technology solutions, enabling us to create tailor-made automation strategies that perfectly align with your objectives. This ensures the best possible outcomes and success for your business.

    


    

  
          
        SEE ALL PARTNERS
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    SUCCESS STORIES
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                DELIVERING NEXT LEVEL PROCESS AUTOMATION IN BANKING

                
                Amid COVID-19, KfW tackled loan respite surge with Roboyo’s RPA solution. Swiftly aiding customers while streamlining regulatory processes, enhancing operational efficiency and time savings.

              
                
                                    
                    0% ERRORS

                    Automation and quality checking mechanisms eradicate errors.

                  

                                    
                    5 WEEKS

                    We took KfW from zero to hero in just five weeks.

                  

                                  


                
                  

  
          
        LEARN MORE
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                DELIVERING NEXT LEVEL CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN INSURANCE

                
                Roboyo started and scaled AOK Niedersachsen’s automation journey, enabling it to out-pace customer expectation, out-perform competitors and grow market share.

              
                
                                    
                    €1.4m SAVING

                    Annual cost savings, reaching time to value in just 4 months.

                  

                                    
                    466% ROI

                    ROI in year one, with a reduction verification time to 
                  

                                  


                
                  

  
          
        LEARN MORE
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                DELIVERING NEXT LEVEL OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY IN BANKING

                
                Roboyo played a key role in helping Santander tackle non-integrated systems. Through automation we boosted efficiency, ensuring they can meet customer needs with even greater accuracy & speed.

              
                
                                    
                    60X Faster

                    We reduced transaction times from 5 minutes to 5 seconds.

                  

                                    
                    0% ERRORS

                    We automated Master Data updates, achieving 100% accuracy.

                  

                                  


                
                  

  
          
        LEARN MORE
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                DELIVERING NEXT LEVEL AGILITY IN MANUFACTURING

                
                 In just 7 weeks Roboyo helped Kohler Co. revamp their finance processes by fully automating the scanning and separation of digital and paper invoices, ERP entry, and exception handling.

              
                
                                    
                    36X FASTER

                    Bots reduced invoice processing times from 12 minutes to 20 secs.

                  

                                    
                    €1,2M

                    Cost savings on just one invoice automation project.

                  

                                  


                
                  

  
          
        LEARN MORE
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                DELIVERING NEXT LEVEL CAPACITY IN HEALTHCARE

                
                Addressing a global health and hygiene firm’s automation demand, Roboyo’s Managed Services offered agile capacity, amplifying scale and business impact of their automation initiative.

              
                
                                    
                    550% ROI

                    Year 1 ROI from our credit management automation program.

                  

                                    
                    5,500 HRS

                    Employee hours saved from repetitive, robotic work each year.
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                                “Roboyo stand out because they take a bespoke approach to challenges. Their willingness to listen to our issues and share their best practices and knowledge makes them true collaborators.”                            
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                                            Nicola Bryden                                        


                                                                                    
                                                Information Technology Business Partner, The HEINEKEN Company                                            

                                                                            

                                

                                                    

                                                                    
                            
                                “The differentiation I found with Roboyo is that they formed a real partnership with me and the company. Their developers have significant experience and we had access to senior members of the team from the beginning. They were also very honest and took the time to understand the business and the industry we operate in. The results have been fantastic.”                             
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                                            Stuart Draper                                        


                                                                                    
                                                Chief Operating Officer, GLAS                                            

                                                                            

                                

                                                    

                                                                    
                            
                                “With Roboyo, we have a competent and reliable partner at our side. Together, we successfully implement demanding projects and integrate a high degree of efficiency and accuracy into our processes. Our people can spend time on more value-adding tasks as a result.”
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                                            Annabell Siemonsen                                        


                                                                                    
                                                Project Manager RPA, AOK                                            
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            Senior Automation Consultant
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            Roboyo appoints Derk Weinheimer as CEO
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            Roboyo Named Top Mendix Innovation Partner
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      How can we 
      
It all starts with a conversation. An opportunity to explore your challenges and our next level solutions.
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                          Sign up for our newsletter and never miss an insight
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United States
United Kingdom
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antarctica
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Republic of the
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Curaçao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Côte d'Ivoire
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Eswatini (Swaziland)
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guernsey
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Haiti
Heard and McDonald Islands
Holy See
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Isle of Man
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jersey
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macau
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
North Korea
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine, State of
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Réunion
Saint Barthélemy
Saint Helena
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Sint Maarten
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia
South Korea
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
US Minor Outlying Islands
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Virgin Islands, British
Virgin Islands, U.S.
Wallis and Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Åland Islands



	How can we help?	
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								Strategy & Consulting
							
	
								
								Process Evaluation & Improvement
							
	
								
								Implementation Support
							
	
								
								Training & Skills Development
							
	
								
								Ongoing Support & Maintenance
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                JOLT

        IS NOW A PART OF ROBOYO
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            In a continued effort to ensure we offer our customers the very best in knowledge and skills, Roboyo has acquired Jolt Advantage Group.
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                AKOA

        IS NOW PART OF ROBOYO
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            In a continued effort to ensure we offer our customers the very best in knowledge and skills, Roboyo has acquired AKOA.
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                LEAN CONSULTING

        IS NOW PART OF ROBOYO
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            In a continued effort to ensure we offer our customers the very best in knowledge and skills, Roboyo has acquired Lean Consulting.
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                PROCENSOL

        IS NOW PART OF ROBOYO
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            In a continued effort to ensure we offer our customers the very best in knowledge and skills, Roboyo has acquired Procensol.

        


        

  
          
        LET'S GO
      

    




    
































		                

		                




    
